Winter School

We were privileged to participate in 2018's Winter School Program held at Institut Mines-Télécom, France. The duration of the course was about 3 weeks. As part of the program (which was actually the highlight of entire trip) we got to visit the European Parlamentarium and European Commission, where we had a session from one of the eminent members of European Commission. The session revolved around European Policy on Digital Transformation. The regular classes were conducted at Institut Mines-Télécom, France. It was a new experience to study in France, especially for students coming from an English speaking country. We had courses on Design Thinking, AI, French Culture, Supply Chain Management etc. Our entire program was structured in such a way that, we attended classes in the morning and in the evening we got a chance to visit some of the famous monuments in Paris. So, it was learning coupled with loads of fun throughout the course. Along with classroom learning we had Industrial visits. Through which we learnt a lot about French culture, their work ethics, nature and style of business they do etc. We feel this is crucial for a management student; good understanding of how various cultures work. Because most businesses are global and will definitely have clients or partners from any part of the world. We believe the winter school program helped us to build a perspective for this.